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How to use this information

This publication contains big game biological data and harvest survey information, as 

well as species descriptions. It also offers an explanation of ODFW’s management sys-

tem, including how tags are allocated and how the preference point system works. No 

matter where you hunt, what weapon you use, or which species you like to pursue, 

this guide can improve your hunt.

You can use this information in several ways to make your hunting trips more enjoy-

able. It can help you identify units or areas where you will fi nd the hunting condi-

tions that interest you most. For example, if your main goal is to hunt buck mule deer 

without seeing many other hunters, then you might look for units with relatively low 

hunter numbers. On the other hand, if harvesting a buck every year is very important 

to you, then areas with high fawn recruitment and relatively low buck ratio manage-

ment objectives may be for you. Hunter success rates over time can provide important 

clues to what you might expect. It is important to recognize that every choice has 

trade-offs. In the fi rst example, low hunter numbers usually mean that drawing a tag 

will be diffi cult, and you may have to wait a few years between tags. In the second ex-

ample, highly productive areas are often managed for maximum opportunity; hunters 

are more likely to see other hunters and may feel crowded. 

You may just want to review the information for your favorite unit or area to see how 

variables have changed over time, how the population is tracking, or how other hunt-

ers are doing. With a little bit of work, you should be able to pick out relationships 

between hunter numbers and success rates, or track how harvest levels coincide with 

previous year population data.

Keep in mind that biological values are simply best estimates. They are infl uenced 

by year-to-year differences (e.g., weather and animal movements, survey effort, and 

different survey techniques). For big game, harvest information covers the previous 

hunting season and includes data from general seasons and controlled hunts for all 

weapon types. General rifl e season results and controlled hunts appear together and 

archery season statistics are in separate tables.

Using this information wisely can help you in the future. Good luck and good hunting!
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Setting Regulations

The mission of ODFW is to protect and enhance Ore-

gon’s fi sh and wildlife populations and their habitats 

for use and enjoyment by present and future genera-

tions. For game mammals that means determining 1) 

how many animals a particular land base can sup-

port, 2) what appropriate sex and age ratios should 

be in healthy populations, 3) how many deaths and 

births occur during the year, and (4) the number of 

animals that can be removed from the population by 

hunting. These variables constitute the biological side 

of wildlife management and even though there are 

questions along the way, reasonable estimates can be 

made without much trouble. The most diffi cult part 

of the process is the human side: determining how, 

when, and where harvest should occur and who can 

hunt.

For some species, including many upland game birds, 

the answers are easier because of an ample supply 

of birds, and low hunter participation relative to the 

resource. Weather plays the most important role in 

short-term population trends in those species in any 

case. However, the determination for other species 

such as big game mammals, sage grouse, and water-

fowl requires much more effort because numbers or 

distribution are more restricted, or because hunting 

can more directly regulate populations. The end result 

is more restriction on hunters’ ability to harvest these 

species.

Plain and simple: hunting regulations are in place to 

prevent overharvest. Without them, we would not 

be able to maintain viable populations for the future. 

The trick is to make regulations as fair as possible for 

everyone who wants to participate. Keep in mind 

an underlying principle: the more challenging the 

hunting situation, the more opportunity that can be 

offered. More opportunity can be offered to hunters 

who hunt under more challenging conditions such as 

with archery equipment, in drier weather, or outside 

of the period of the rut. Most often, centerfi re rifl e 

hunters far outnumber other weapon users and are 

the driving factor in overall harvest.
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How the Information is Collected 

“What do biologists do with their time?” “How do 
you come up with all these statistics?”  These are 
common questions asked of ODFW. Some of the 
answers are quite complex, but the following gives 
some brief answers with respect to big game. There 
are many steps to creating recommendations for 
hunting seasons and it’s a continuous process.  

Let’s start with the animals themselves. Biological data 
generally drives the system, and births and deaths 
generally govern population dynamics. At the simplest 
level, populations change when births and deaths are 
not equal. If a stable population is the objective, we 
should harvest the number of animals born each year 
minus deaths from other sources.

Biological surveys for big game differ among species 
and regions of the state. In most areas, 2 surveys are 
conducted for deer. The fi rst takes place in the fall, 
shortly after hunting season. The goal is to estimate 
buck ratios and autumn fawn ratios. Many of these 
surveys are done from ground vehicles or on foot. 
The second deer survey occurs in late winter when 
biologists estimate fawn ratios to determine over-win-
ter survival. In some areas, biologists also count total 
deer along established routes as an index to popula-
tion size. For mule deer, much of this data is collected 
from helicopters, but other methods may be used 
when they are more effi cient. Spotlight counts from 
ground vehicles have been the standard for black-
tailed deer for some time. 

As technology and methods improve, the Depart-
ment has employed different methods to estimate 
deer populations for some units. Techniques range 
from computer models that utilize biological data 
such as fawn ratios, buck ratios, harvest, and weather 
severity, to specialized helicopter surveys that correct 
for differences in animal visibility (habitat types and 
weather conditions). 

Because bull elk don’t shed antlers until late win-
ter, biologists can conduct one survey for elk in late 
winter to estimate bull ratios, calf ratios, and popula-
tion trends. Helicopters or fi xed wing aircraft are the 
main tools for conducting elk surveys. Standardized 
aerial surveys are also conducted for pronghorn and 
bighorn sheep. Pronghorn population trend surveys 
occur in winter and herd composition fl ights are gen-
erally conducted in late summer. Helicopter surveys 
to estimate bighorn sheep ram ratios and lamb sur-
vival are conducted in March. Ground observation of 
Oregon’s small herds of mountain goats takes place 
in August. 

Hunters themselves play a key role in the manage-
ment process. In recent years, harvest surveys have 
been conducted by telephone after hunting seasons 
end. The number of people called was determined by 
the number of hunters for a particular hunt or season 
and considers past hunter success rates. Much like 
exit polls on Election Day, we can often estimate aver-
age days hunted, success rates, and total harvest by 
contacting a relatively small number of hunters. For 
example, we can estimate bull elk harvest in the Gen-
eral Cascade rifl e season with about 80% confi dence 
by contacting only about 10% of the hunters. At that 
rate, a hunter would be contacted only once every 10 
years or so; that’s why most people do not receive a 
call each year. For fall 2007 - winter 2008 hunts, not 
all hunts were surveyed. The department has recently 
changed from the telephone surveys used in recent 
years to a new hunter reporting system. Currently, 
the department is requiring hunters to report via a 
phone Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system or over 
the internet. The new system is fully functional for the 
2008 hunting season.

Hunters are required to complete a survey for each 

big game tag purchased for a hunt listed in the 2008 
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How the Management System Works

Once local biologists have data for the past year in 

hand, they make projections of what the popula-

tion will do and how many animals of each sex and 

age class can be harvested. In some areas dominated 

by private land, major landowners are contacted to 

gauge their ability to provide hunter access and de-

sires for wildlife numbers. This information translates 

into tag recommendations for the upcoming seasons. 

Tag recommendations are formulated in late winter 

and early spring and draft proposals are available 

in late April each year. At the same time, biologists 

make proposals for the dates, bag limits, and hunt 

boundaries for all hunts that will occur the following 

year. Proposals are made public through several av-

enues. Traditionally, wildlife district offi ces hold open 

houses or public meetings to discuss proposals during 

May, but attendance is often very low. Biologists also 

attend meetings of sports groups and landowners, 

provide information to the media, send information 

directly to constituents, and make information avail-

able at ODFW offi ces. Anyone can contact their local 

offi ce and request a packet of information on up-

coming proposals. Information is also placed on the 

ODFW Web site (www.dfw.state.or.us).

Another avenue for comment is Oregon Fish and 

Wildlife Commission (OFWC) public hearings. You 

can write down your thoughts and send them to the 

Department, and correspondence is incorporated as 

public testimony in the written packet provided to the 

Commission, or you can appear in person and provide 

testimony. 

Big game regulations are considered twice a year, 

in early June and October. At the June hearing, the 

Commission adopts big game tag numbers for the 

upcoming season so the controlled hunt draw can 

be held. Commissioners also hear proposals and give 

preliminary approval for the following year’s season 

dates and bag limits; the regulations are formally 

adopted at the October hearing. Between the June 

and October hearings, Department staff prepares the 

annual Big Game Regulations book so that it can be 

printed and available in early winter. 

Oregon Big Game Regulations - except for Bighorn 

Sheep and Rocky Mountain Goat tags. These hunters 

are required to check out of the hunt area, therefore, 

there is no need to report again. Note, turkey hunt-

ers, please complete a survey for 2008 spring turkey 

and fall turkey tags.

Every hunter is required to report harvest and effort 

information for each tag purchased within 15 days 

from the end of the season. Information from hunt-

ers who did not hunt or did not harvest an animal is 

as important as from those who did take an animal. 

Please report even if you received a comparison tele-

phone survey call for the hunt this year.

Please report by phone, 1-866-947-ODFW (6339) or 

on our Web site, www.dfw.state.or.us.
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Making Your Points Work for You

Oregon has a modifi ed preference point system for 
big game hunting. That means 75% of tags are 
awarded to people with the most preference points; 
the remaining 25% are then awarded randomly to 
fi rst choice applicants regardless of preference points. 
The only time second choices are fi lled is when all fi rst 
choice applicants have received tags (or if your fi rst 
choice hunt is canceled...then your second choice is 
treated like a fi rst choice, including loss of preference 
points). In other words, you will not draw a tag by 
second choice unless the chance of drawing for fi rst 
choice applicants is 100% (or second or lower choice 
if your fi rst choice is cancelled).

Every time you do not draw your fi rst choice hunt for 
buck deer (100 series), elk (200 series), pronghorn 
(400 series), antlerless deer (600 series), or spring 
bear (700 series), you get a preference point for that 
series. The preference point is good for any hunt in 
that same series. You can only lose your preference 
points 2 ways: draw your fi rst choice hunt, or skip 2 
consecutive years of applying for a hunt series. Either 
way, your point total goes to zero and you start over 
accumulating points. If you draw a second, third, 
fourth, or fi fth hunt choice, you still gain a preference 
point (unless it is replacing a cancelled fi rst choice 
hunt).

ODFW gets plenty of questions about preference 
points each year. Some people think the system 
doesn’t work because they did not draw a tag. Sever-
al things can happen that affect a hunter’s chance of 
drawing a tag. Here are some of the most common:  

The point average for the whole party is 
lower than your points as an individual. 
The truth is that including a person with fewer 
points in your party may hurt your chances. 
Why?  Because the points for all members are 
averaged and rounded down from 0.5, or up 

▪

from 0.51. Example: the Johnson elk party has 
3 members from last year and they all have 2 
points for the 2001 draw. The party is thinking 
about adding 1 new member, but the person 
does not have any points for elk. The average 
points for the party will drop from 2.0 down to 
1.5!  Therefore, the new party will only have 1 
point for the drawing and the chances of draw-
ing may be lower.

Your points are spread among different ID 
numbers. This is probably the biggest problem 
and can happen if you don’t use the same ID 
number every year. One way to help ensure 
that you keep your points together is to show 
your previous year’s license to the agent when 
you apply. Keeping all your past application 
receipts will help tremendously in clearing up 
problems if there is ever a question about your 
points. 

You can check your preference points on-line 
at www.dfw.state.or.us, or call the Controlled 
Hunts section at 503-947-6101 or 1-800-708-
1782. Preference points are updated annually 
the beginning of the year. 

The party includes a nonresident. There is 
a 5% maximum cap on nonresident controlled 
deer and elk tags (by hunt) and a 3% cap for 
pronghorn and black bear. Because ODFW 
does not split parties, once the cap is reached, 
no party with a nonresident will draw tags. The 
cap is not reached in all hunts, but this factor 
can affect your draw success in some units.

Party size can work against you, particularly 
in small hunts. Parties will not be split up. As 
the tag selection process nears the quota for a 
particular hunt, the computer will “reject” any 

▪

▪

▪
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party that would result in exceeding the quota. 
For example, if 95 tags have already been as-
signed for a hunt with a 100-tag quota and the 
leader of a party of 6 is next in line, that party 
will be passed over. The computer will search 
until it fi nds a party of 5 or fewer to fi ll the 
quota. The same procedure occurs when allo-
cating tags based on preference points because 
there are actually 2 quotas: one for the 75% of 
tags for preference point holders and a second 
for the remainder of the tags. 

Maybe you didn’t apply one year, or drew 
a tag a few years ago about which you 
have forgotten. Perhaps one of your hunt-
ing partners neglected to fi le your application 
or you didn’t get “partied up” correctly. All of 
these are common examples of what ODFW 
sometimes fi nds when we investigate questions 
about someone’s preference point status. 

Of course, this is a drawing, and luck does play 
a role. If you apply only for very diffi cult-to-
draw hunts, you may not draw very often! 

Some Examples Of Other Application Strategies
There are 2 other strategies that can make 
your points work for you. The fi rst is to not use 
your points unnecessarily. Statistics show that 
some hunters lose points by applying for “easy 
to draw” hunts for their fi rst choice. Unless a 
“sure draw” unit is the only place you plan to 

▪

hunt, you can accumulate points if you make 
that hunt your second choice - as long as the 
hunt is still undersubscribed after all hunt 
choices have been fi lled. But, there is a risk. 
You may not draw your second or third choice 
if many other people are using the same strat-
egy. Another strategy is to simply keep building 
points even if you don’t plan to hunt 1 year or 
if you plan to hunt a general season. You can 
apply normally and use the “Point Saver” num-
ber for that series. This number ends in “99” 
for each series (e.g., buck deer point saver is 
199) and adds 1 preference point to your total 
without “risk” of drawing a tag you won’t be 
able to use. No other hunt choices are consid-
ered if you use a Point Saver number.

Overall, the preference point system for deer and elk 
seems to be working well, but it does require hunt-
ers to pay more attention to the system and do some 
planning if they want to hunt during controlled sea-
sons. Remember, we would prefer to allow all hunters 
to go where they want to hunt each year. Restrictions 
are necessary because past general season hunting 
strategies have led to low buck and bull ratios, hunter 
crowding, poor success rates, hunter dissatisfaction, 
and similar problems. The bottom line is that many 
deer and elk hunts were drawn with 2 or fewer pref-
erence points in 2007.
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Glossary of Terms

benchmark: A value for population levels, trend counts, sex ratios, or age ratios used 

to gauge how well a population is performing. For example, the benchmark for black-

tailed deer buck ratios in several management units is 20.

buck ratio (or bull or ram): The number of males per 100 females. Example: a biolo-

gist observes 39 bucks and 239 does in November; therefore the buck ratio is 39/239 = 

16.3, which would be rounded to 16 bucks per 100 does. Data on the antler point class 

or size of males is also collected.

composition count: Counts conducted to estimate sex and age ratios for a given spe-

cies. 

fawn ratio (or calf or lamb): The number of young per 100 females. Example: a 

biologist observes 168 fawns and 200 does in December; therefore the fawn ratio is 

168/200 = 84 per 100 does. 

fawn survival: The proportion of fawns (or calves or lambs) that live through their 

fi rst winter. Fawn ratios are measured more than once to estimate survival over a time 

period. Example: counts in December show 84 fawns per 100 does. March counts indi-

cate 37 fawns per 100 adults. The count is adjusted to account for the bucks; yielding a 

spring fawn ratio of 42 per 100 does (or 50% survival).

management objective (MO): For mule deer and elk, MOs have been formally 

adopted by the Commission establishing objectives for bucks/100 does for mule deer, 

bulls/100 cows for elk, and population size for each Wildlife Management Unit or area.

                

recruitment: The number of young that survive to breeding age. For practical pur-

poses, recruitment is usually measured as the number of young that survive their fi rst 

winter (e.g., spring fawn ratio). 

trend count: Counts conducted to estimate the population or trend in population size. 

Usually conducted along a fi xed route each year. Most counts occur near the end of 

winter, thereby estimating population at the lowest point (before spring births). 
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Agency Information

ODFW’s mission is to protect and enhance Oregon’s fi sh and wildlife and their habitats for use and enjoyment 

by present and future generations. 

Regional Offi  ces

ODFW Headquarters

3406 Cherry Ave NE

Salem, OR 97303

(503) 947-6000

(800) 720-ODFW

High Desert Region 

61374 Parrell Road

Bend, OR 97702

(541) 388-6363 (Bend)

(541) 573-6582 (Hines)

Northeast Region

107 - 20th Street

LaGrande, OR 97850

(541) 963-2138

Northwest Region

17330 S.E. Evelyn Street

Clackamas, OR 97015

(971) 673-6000

Southwest Region

4192 N. Umpqua Highway

Roseburg, OR 97470

(541) 440-3353

Visit us on the Web at

www.dfw.state.or.us




